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INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra. A maximal abelian *-subalgebra A in 
M is singular if the only unitaries in M that normalize A are those in A. This 
notion was first considered by Dixmier, who gave an example of a singular 
maximal abelian *-subalgebra in the separable hypertinite II, factor (see 
[5]). Later Pukanszky [lo] and Tauer [ 141 gave other examples, also in the 
hyperfinite II, factor. In [ 111 Pukanszky showed that some of his type III 
factors have singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. In [ 151 Takesaki 
introduced a new type of maximal abelian *-subalgebras, that he called 
simple, and showed that they are singular. He gave examples of such 
algebras in the hyperlinite II, factor. In [ 161 Nielsen showed that every 
continuous IPTFI factor has simple (and thus singular) maximal abelian *- 
subalgebras. 
Note that if M is a separable discrete factor, i.e., M= 9(S) for some 
separable Hilbert space R, and A c S(R) is maximal abelian, then A is the 
direct sum of an atomic algebra and a diffuse algebra. The atomic part is 
clearly not singular and by a theorem of von Neumann the diffuse part is 
also nonsingular (actually in both cases the normalizer generates all 9(Z)). 
Thus discrete factors do not have singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. 
In this article we prove that all separable continuous semifinite von 
Neumann algebras and all separable factors of type III,, 0 Q 1~ 1, have 
singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. In the semifmite case our result is in 
fact more general: if 5 c Aut(M) is a group of *-automorphisms of M, 
containing the inner automorphisms, S 2 Int(M), and with B/Int(M) coun- 
table, then there exists a maximal abelian *-subalgebra A in M such that the 
only automorphisms in g that normalize A are the inner automorphisms 
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implemented by unitaries in A. This result yields also the type III, case, 
0 < 1 < 1, via Connes’ discrete decomposition. 
If M ii, a separable type II factor with countable group Aut(M)/Int(M) 
then it fellows that M has a singular maximal abelian x-subalgebra whose 
normalizer in Aut(M) is trivial. We call such a maximal abelian *- 
subalgebrs ultrasingular. Since Connes gave in [3] examples of type II,, II, 
factors with countable group Aut(M)/Int(M), it follows that there exist 
factors w; th ultrasingular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. The problem of the 
existence of ultrasingular maximal abelian *-subalgebras in a factor was 
mentionecl to us by V. Jones. 
Using ‘Theorem 2.5 in [8], we also obtain the following result related to a 
problem 3f Kadison [6, Problem 111: if M is a separable type II, von 
Neumann algebra and N c M is a type II, von Neumann subalgebra such 
that N’ r M c N then N contains a singular maximal abelian *-subalgebra 
of M. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Rem-esentation associated with a trace. From now on M will be a 
semifinite von Neumann algebra with a fixed normal semifinite faithful 
trace r. H’e identify M with its image under the representation induced by r: 
Denote by MT = (x E M ] 5(x*x) < co }. MT is a selfadjoint two sided ideal of 
M and r t xtends uniquely to a faithful positive linear functional on MT, that 
we also denote by r. Let q be the Hilbert space obtained by completing MT 
in the Hilbert norm ](x]], = ~(x*x)*‘~, x E M,. M acts on q by left 
multiplica:ion (see [ 12, Sect. 1.11). M is separable (i.e., with separable 
predual) i’ and only if < is separable. If e E MT then t is a finite faithful 
trace on eMe. 
Note that if xE MT, Y,, yz E M, then Ilxll, = IIx*IL~ IIY,v~II~ < IIY,II 
II Y*ll II4 
1.2. Conditional expectations. Let B c M be a weakly closed *- 
subalgebr:. of M. The support of B is the identity of B regarded as a 
projection in M. If the support f of B is in M, then there exists a unique 
normal conditional expectation of M onto B preserving r onm$ We denote 
it by E;. If x E M then E;(x) can be obtained by applying the unique r- 
preserving conditional expectation ofJMf onto B to the elementfxf (see [ 12, 
Sect. lo]). For any x E MT, y E B we have r(xy) = r(xyf) = r(fxyf) = 
r(Ei(fiyf)) = r(jE;(x)yf) = r(E;(x)y), so that r((x - E;(x))y) = 0. Thus 
E;(x) is tile orthogonal projection of x onto the closure of B in e. 
This yie Ids the following properties for E; : 
lo. f x E MT then ]]x]lz = ]]x - E;(x)113 + IIE;(x)llf ; 
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20. if B, c B is a weakly closed *-subalgebra then 
II E~,Wll, G II 4f(~>llT 9 
II x - J%,(xIl, 2 II x - ~X(~)ll, 9 XEM,. 
Remark that if B is finite dimensional and abelian and e, ,..., e, are the 
minimal projections of B then 
E;(x) =x r(ekXek) 
Qk) ek3 k 
E’ B’nm,tx) =c ekXekv XEM. 
k 
1.3. Maximal abelian *-subalgebras generated by finite projections. Let 
A be a weakly closed abelian *-subalgebra of M with supportf: Let (&}i be 
a family of projections in A such that Vi& =J Then A is maximal abelian in 
M iff f= 1 and A& is maximal abelian in @t” for all i. 
A maximal abelian *-subalgebra A c M is generated by finite projections 
if and only if it is generated by projections in M, n A. 
If A is generated by finite projections and M is separable then there exists 
a sequence of projections {f,}, c A n M, such that f, T 1. 
Let M be separable and {x, },, be a total subset in M,. Using [8, I.21 we 
get the following criterion for a *-subalgebra of M to be maximal abelian. 
LEMMA. Let {A,,},, be an increasing sequence of j?nite dimensional 
abelian *-subalgebras of M, with the supports {f,}, in M,, and denote by 
A=U,A;. Then A is maximal abelian if and only if f,, T 1 and 
lim, 11 Ei.(xi) - Ei,,H,z (xj)ll = 0 for all j > 1. 
Note that if M is separable, any maximal abelian *-subalgebra of M 
generated by finite projections can be obtained as an increasing limit of finite 
dimensional abelian *-subalgebras of M, . 
1.4. Perturbation of projections. The next result is well known but we 
give the proof for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA. If e is a projection in M, and a E M,, 0 & a < 1, then 
IlE11,d4 -4, G 7 lb -4 (E ,,,z,,,(a) is the spectral projection of a 
corresponding to the interval [l/2, 1 I). 
Proof We have the estimate Ila - a2 llz < II a - e/l, + II e(e - a)ll, + 
]l(e - a)aII, < 3 ]]e -all,. Denote f = E,,,2,,l(a). Then 4a’faf and 
4(1-f)(l--)*21--f, so that Ilf-all~=s((f-a)2)=s(f(l-a)2)+ 
r((1 -fl a’) < 4t(fa’(l -a)‘) + 45((1 -A a*(1 -a)‘) = 4 (la - a’llf. 
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Using the above inequalities we get ]]f- e]], < ]]f- all, + ]la -e]], < 
7Ile-4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let B c M be a weakly closed *-subalgebra with the 
support f E M,. Let e, , e, < f be projections in M, . There exist projections 
f, , f2 E B such that f, fi = 0 and 
Ilei -All, < 105 llei -G(4ll, + 14 lle,e211,, i= 1, 2. 
Proof: We may suppose ]] e, - &(e,)]], < 1)~~ - E;(eJl,. Applying the 
preceding lemma to e, and &(e,) we get a projection f, in B such that 
Ile, -f,Il, < 7 llq -&(e,)ll,. Let a = (1 -f,) &@A1 -f,). Then a E 4 
“<; = G l-yd Ile, - 4, G Ile, - ~%(eJll, + IIWez - (1 -fA eAl -fAl, 
1 e2 - 4e2)llr + lb2 - (1 -f,) e2(l -fAII, G lb2 - G(e211, + llc - (1 
- e,> e2( - e,Il, + WI -fill, < lb2 - G(e211T + IIe241, + llw2Q - 
e,Il, + 2 lle, -fill, < 15 lIe2 - We211T + WwlL 
Applyiltg once again the lemma we get a projection f2 E B, f2 < 1 -f, , 
such that II e2 -f2 IIT < 105 II e2 - We211T + 14 II e, e, IL. Q.E.D. 
1.5. At tomorphisms and dense subsets ofJinite projections. Consider the 
group of k-automorphisms on M, Aut(M), and let 8E Aut(M). Then r o 8 is 
also a normal semifinite faithful trace on M. Let o(0) be the Radon- 
Nykodim derivative of t o 0 with respect to r; i.e., D(8) is a positive operator 
on XT (not necessarily bounded) which has its spectral decomposition in the 
center Z(M) of M and satisfies r o e(x) = r(xD(B)), x E Mt. We denote by 
z+(e), Z- (0) the spectral projections of D(e) corresponding to the intervals 
[ 1, co) at Id [0, 11, respectively. Hence &z+(e)) = z-(e) and a projection 
e E M s; tisties e < z+(e) (resp. e < z-(e)) iff r leMe < r 0 @I,,, (resp. 
5 leMe > 5 0 0 leMJ 
Suppos : M is separable and let 9 c M, be a countable set of projections 
dense in the norm I( ]lr in the set of all projections of M,. Denote by 9, = 
&,,2,,,(Wf 1 ee-‘(f 1) I e,f E 4. If e is a projection in M, such that 
e(e)EM, and {ei},,, {fjl},cY are such that ]]ez -el],-,O, [If:-e(e)(l,-0, 
then ]]0- ‘(fji)e~e-‘(fl)-ell,-)O, Ilf~e(ejj)fjj-e(e)ll,-0 so that by 
Lemma 1.4, e, = q,,2,,,(e-yf;) eie-l(fi)) satisfies (]e, -e]], + 0, 
II %A - 6 (4ll, + 0. 
Thus :; is countable and given any projection e E M, with B(e) E M, 
there exis {e,}, c 9, such that ]Ie, - el], --t 0, (] e(e,) - e(e)]], -P 0. Moreover 
if {u,), E M is a sequence of unitaries strongly convergent to a unitary 
uEMthcn IIunenu,*-ueu*II, + 0 and l]&u,e,uz) - B(ueu*)IJ, -+ 0. 
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2. SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS 
2.1. LEMMA. Let M be a continuous semifinite von Neumann algebra 
with normal semtj?nite faithful trace 5, A c M, a j?nite dimensional abelian 
*-subalgebra with support f E M, and 0 E Aut(M). Suppose e is a projection 
such that 
e, e(e) <.fi 
5 O e IeMe z 5 lehw 
IIeWIl, < w4 Il4l~~ 
Then there exist a finite dimensional abelian *-subalgebra A, cJMf, 
A, lAO, and an element xE A,, llxll< 1, such that either 
(9 IMe= -Ginm,W=911, Z me4 Il4~ 
or 
(ii) IIee-‘(x)e-E:,;,,~eB-‘(x)e)ll., > 1O-4 lIelIT. 
proof: If Ile -GdrvM~4, 2 1w4 Il4~ or IIw9 -GdrvMxw9)ll, 2 
10e4 I(el(, then take A, = A, and x =J 
Otherwise use Corollary 1.4 to get projections f, , fi E Ah nfMf such that 
fif2 = 0 and If, - 4, Q W’ Il4,, IIf - Wll, < W’ IML Let b..& 
be the minimal projections of the algebraf,A,. Since g,Mgi is a continuous 
von Neumann algebra, there exist two equivalent projections g:, gf in g,Mgi 
such that gi + gf = g,, 1 < i < n. Let v, E M be a partial isometry such that 
vj+gf, vivl” =g:, l<i<n. Let hf=2-‘(gi+gf+v,+v:) and 
h;=g,-h:, 1 Q i< n. Then h: satisfies hf&hf= 2-‘h:, 1 <j, k Q 2, 
1 ( i Q n. Denote x, = xi (gi - gf), x2 =f2E&,,&l(exIe))f2 and remark 
that XT =fi so that I(x,(lr = 11 f, 11,. There are two possibilities: 
I. IlWx14 -xA 2 lo-’ IIxAI,. 
Then let A, be defined as follows: 
(a) AO~AI, A, has supportf,f, EA,; 
(b) f,A, has minimal projections gj, 1 <j < 2, 1 < i < n; 
(cl (f -f,)A, = (f-f,)& 
If x = x, then we have 
II @=9 - G rw~W=911, 
~II~(ex,e)-x,ll,-II~,-~~,~~~(e~,e))ll, 
= IIW+9-x211, -IIE:~~~f2~(ex,e)f,- &-v9Il, 
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> IWv) --ill, - IlfiWvM - Wx,e)lL 
2 IIWx,e) -x211T - 2 llfi - 4e>ll, 2 (lo-’ - 2.80-‘) lIelIT 
>, lop4 Il4,. 
II. IIO(ex,e) --xZllr < 10-l Ile(J,. 
Then let 4, be defined as follows: 
(2) A,cA,, the support ofA, isf,f,,fiEA,; 
(t ) f,A I has minimal projections h:, 1 < k < 2, 1 < i < n; 
(c) fiA, is such that [Ix2 - E;,(xJl< 80-l (this is possible since x2 
is a selfz.djoint element in the algebra fi(AA nJiWif)fi and thus it can be 
approximated in the uniform norm with a finite dimensional abelian 
*-subalge bra). 
Note that Ei tn,&x,) = 0 so that ‘f I we take x = Ei,(x,) then we have the 
following estimates: 
~fe&‘(x)e -EJIrvMf(e8-‘(x)e)ll, 
> lb, -GI~~e~-‘(x)411, - IWWe -~,lt~ 
2 llx, - E:,fm,WI, - IIE:,,nm,@J - &,~,W’W)llz 
- IW-‘We - x,II, 
> IKII, - 2 IW-‘We -x,IL > II4 - 80-’ Ilell, 
-~ll~~-‘~~,~~-~,II,-~Il~-~,llIl~ll, 
> (1 - 3.80-r) llellr - 2 I/e&‘(x,)e - ex,ell, - 2 llfi - ellT 
a (1 -~.~~-‘~ll~ll,-~ll~~~~~,~t~~-~~~~~~~ll, 
a (1 - 5.80~‘1 Ilell, - 2 II+ - @x,e)ll, - 4 llfi - fWl, 
> 10e4 lIelIT. 
Hence in both cases the algebra A, and the element x E A, can be chosen 
to satisfy the requirements of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
2.2. LI:MMA. Let M be a separable type II, von Neumann algebra with 
normal ji rite faithful trace 5, N c M a type II, von Neumann subalgebra of 
M, A, c ,V a finite dimensional abelian *-subalgebra with the same unit as N 
and M. I,” v E M is a nilpotent partial isometry (i.e., vz = 0) then there exist 
a finite aimensional abelian *-subalgebra A, c N, A, 3 A,, and an element 
x E A,, // x\J < 1, such that either 
(i) )Ivxv* -El;,,(vxv*)(l,> 10PJ IIv*vllrr 
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or 
(ii) (Iu*xu--ET,~~*,(u*~V)I~~~ 10-4]lv*ul],. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1, except that we have to 
consider e, = v*v, e2 = vu*, instead of e and e(e) and v . v*, v* . v, instead 
of e(e . e), e& ‘(.)e. As in 2.1 we reduce first to the case when 
llei - C&-dei)lL < 1W4 Ileillr3 i = 1, 2. Thus, by Lemma 1.4 there exist 
projections f,, fi in AAnN such thatf,f,=O and llei-fillr~80-‘IleillT, 
i = 1, 2. If g ,,..., g, are the minimal projections off, A, then denote by gt , 
gf , vi E giNgi two projections and a partial isometry such that vTvi = gf , 
viv,? = gf , gf + gt = gi, 1 < i < n (this is possible since giNgi is continuous). 
The proof is now exactly the same as 2.1, taking x2 =fiE:gn,V(vx, v*)& 
(instead of x2 =fiE:6n,Jf3(ex, e))f?). We omit other details. 
3. F-MAXIMAL ABELIAN *-SUBALGEBRAS 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let it4 be a von Neumann algebra, A c M a maximal 
abelian *-subalgebra and .Y c Aut(M) a subset of automorphisms such that 
55’ = F . Int(M). A is F-maximal abelian if the following condition holds: 
(*) if 0 E 57 and e is a projection in A such that 8(xe) = xe for all 
x E A, then 8 leMe = Ad u for some unitary u E Ae. 
3.2. EXAMPLES. Let M be a separable type II von Neumann algebra and 
cr: G -+ Aut(M) a properly outer action of the discrete countable group G. A 
maximal abelian *-subalgebra A c it4 is a(G) . Int(M) maximal abelian iff A 
is maximal abelian in M x G. By [8,3.4], there exist such maximal abelian 
*-subalgebras in M. 
3.3. In [2] Connes proved that an automorphism 8 on a von Neumann 
algebra M is properly outer if and only if: 
(1) for any E > 0 and any nonzero projection e E M there exists a 
nonzero projection f< e such that ]lfe(f )]I < a. 
In order to construct .F-maximal abelian *-subalgebras in semifinite von 
Neumann algebras we need Connes’ theorem in the following form: 
THEOREM. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra with normal 
sem@ite faithful trace 5. An automorphism 0 on M is properly outer if and 
only if: 
(2) for any E > 0 and any set of mutually orthogonal projections 
ieill<i(n in M, there exists a set of projections { f{}OGjGni,,GiGn such that 
Cjf$=ei, 1 <i<n, andII~ijf~e(f~)ll,9&. 
580/50/2-3 
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Let us show that for semifinite von Neumann algebras the conditions (1) 
and (2) itre equivalent. 
(1) :> (2). Using a maximality argument it follows that there exist 
sequence r { f{}j> , such that GJ{ = e, and ]]fje(f’;)]] ,< s0 = ~(2 Cl(e,))-“‘, 
1 < i< n Let n, be such that r(G,,,f{) Q I*-‘. Denote by fp = 
(2) :> (1). Suppose e E M is a projection, e # 0. Let e, < e, e, # 0, be 
such that e, E M, and apply (2) to get a set of nonzero projections { fi}, i;iGn 
such thit Cfi = e, and ]]C1fit9(fi)l], & 2-k ]]eO]],. It follows that 
ct ii.vmc G 2-52 c, i~fill: so that there exist some i, for which 
II&K&) IT < 2-‘E Ilfi,ll,. Letf be the spectral projection of (A,~(fi,)fr,)l’z 
corresportding to the interval [0, E] and calculated in the algebra f$&,. If 
~0 that Ilf,,U,Il, = IIV;,,&&,).&,)‘% 2 
Thus f # 0, f <fr,<e, <e, and 
= iife(fi,)ii a iimf )ii. Q.E.D. 
3.4. Ne give now a direct and elementary proof of Theorem 3.3 using 
similar ic leas as in [8, Sect. 21. 
If (2) lolds then clearly 0 is properly outer. 
Assune that 19 is properly outer. In order to prove (2) it is enough to 
prove: 
(3) there exists a constant 0 < a < 1 such that given any projection 
e E M, t lere exist projections { fr } 1 <,ck with Lff = e and IICif~WJl, = 
Ci llfiwx Q Q Il4413. 
Indeed, applying (3) recursively 1 times, with a’ < E*(JJ t(e,))-‘, we get 
(2) (see .dso [8, Sect. 21). 
To prove (3) it is enough to prove 
(4) given any projection e E M,, ee(e) # 0, there exists a unitary u in 
eMe such that ](u@(v*) - ef?(e)]lz > 2-r ]]e&e)]],. 
Indeed, if I( uB(v*) - e8(e)l], > 22’ ]]ee(e)]], then take f, ,..., f, to be spectral 
projectio IS of v and J i ,..., Iz,,, ]1,] = 1, some scalars, such that ]] u - C &f,]] 
is small enough to ensure that we still have ]]E 1, fi) 8-c A, fi) - eO(e)lll 2 
2-l IleW)II,. We get 4 C,+, iif,eq)il3 2 L, II&$ - 1) .mmf = 
I)Ci+j (A A, - 1) f,WJlf > 2-* IIeWll., so that (4 - 2-*) lle@)ll~ 2 
4 ,L IlfiWJllS and thus C IlhW2llf G (1 - 2-4) II%411fe 
Finall:r let us prove (4). Suppose on the contrary that there exists a 
projectio 1 e E M such that (I ve(v*) - ef9(e)]17 < 2-l ]]ee(e)]], # 0 for all 
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unitaries o E eiUe. Let K = cow {v~(u *) ] u unitary in eil4e). Then we also 
have II Y - e&9111 < 2- ’ II e&9111 for all y E K. Take y, E K be the unique 
element satisfying ]] Yo]lr Q ]] y]], f or all y E K. Then vy,8(v*) E K for any 
unitary u in eMe and I] uy,B(v *)]I* Q ]] u,,]]~ so that uy,B(u *) = yO. Thus 
uy, = v0r3(u) and taking linear combinations of unitaries we get that 
xy, = y0 e(x), x E eMe, and this contradicts the fact that 9 is properly outer, 
unless y, = 0. Hence we obtained that 0 E K so that 110 - ee(e)]l, < 
2-l ]]eO(e)]]r which is a contradiction. 
3.5. Consider Example 3.2 and let u, E M x G be the unitary 
implementing the automorphism u8 on M for some g E G, g # 1. Since the 
action u is properly outer it follows that the relative commutant of M in 
M x G is trivial. Hence if e E it4 is a projection then the relative commutant 
of eMe in e(M x G)e is also trivial. By [8], 2.5 if rp = t o E, and E > 0 then 
there are projections fi ,...,f, E eMe, such that Cfi = e and 
llCifi~~fill, Q E, so that IICrfrWJlr = IIC WXll, = IIC ~,AWJl, = 
]]Cfru:fr]], Q E. Consequently Theorem 3.3 follows from [8], 2.5. The fact 
that 2.5 in [8] is related to Connes’ theorem was pointed out to us by A. 
Ocneanu. 
3.6. Let M be a separable semifinite von Neumann algebra with normal 
semifinite faithful trace t and {u,},, c M a sequence of unitaries strongly 
dense in the set of all unitaries of M. Let {A,}, be an increasing sequence of 
finite dimensional abelian *-subalgebras of M, such that A = lJ. A,” is 
maximal abelian in M. Denote by (e;} , <I<k. the minimal projections of A,, . 
Consider 8 E Aut(M) a properly outer automorphism of M and 
F, = e . Int(M). 
PROPOSITION. If II 221 +WJj4Wll, +,, 0 for all j > 1, then A is Y,- 
maximal abelian in M. 
Proof Suppose that there exist a nonzero projection e E A and a unitary 
u in M, such that @xu*) = x for all x E Ae. In particular r is invariant to 
t9 . Ad u on eMe, and thus on Mz(e). Taking a smaller projection if 
necessary, we may assume e E M, . Since el e = t9(ue;eu *) for all n, i, we get 
the following estimates: 
II i 
2 
C e;eO(u,e;euT) - C e:eO(ue;eu*) 




C (uefeu*u,eleu/* - ueyeu*) 
i Ill r 
= 
I/ 
C (e~eu*u,e;eui*u -eye) 
II 
’ Q C IIu*u,e~eu/*u - eye113 
< 4 b II(u*u, - 1) e;e(]f < 4 ]I(;- u;)c]]z. 
i 
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Choosej such that Il(U-Uj)ell, < 33’ /el/,. Since UAr=A and eEA it 
follows th it if n is large enough then llCiele - ell, < 33’ Ilell,. Moreover by 
the hypolhesis we may assume n is such that IICie~eO(uje;eu/*)Il, < 
II JTi el e(u ;e; u,?)II, < 3 - ‘11 e IIT. It follows that 
IklL < T 4e 
II II 
+ 3-l IJel(, = C elef3(ueleu*) 
7 I/ i II 




x e;ef?(ujereuj*) - s e;ee(ue;eu*) 
+ k1 IleL < IMT~ 
i /I T  
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3.6. CCROLLARY. If M is a separable semifinite von Neumann algebra 
and Int(i’t4) c g c Aut(M) is a subgroup with .Y/Int(M) countable then there 
exist .Fmzximal abelian *-subalgebras in M. 
Proof: Let {Bj}j> 1 c Aut(M) be such that {8j)j. Int(M) = F”. Using 1.3 
and 3.3 ore can construct recursively an increasing sequence of finite dimen- 
sional abe.ian *-subalgebras of M,, {A,}, , such that A = lJ AZ is maximal 
abelian in M and for each 9,, (A,} satisfies the conditions 3.5 on the 
properly o.ner part of ok. (Details are included in the proof of Theorem 4.2.) 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and Int(M) c F c 
Aut(M) a subgroup of automorphisms of M. A maximal abelian *-sub- 
algebra A in M is g-singular if it satisfies the following condition: 
(**) if 19 E F, e is a projection in A and e(k) c A then 6’ leMe = Ad u 
for some unitary u in Ae. 
A is ultiasingular if it is Aut(M)-singular. 
In particular if A is F-singular then it is singular (since .Y 2 Int(M)) and 
it is F-maximal abelian. Moreover there are no automorphisms in g that 
normalize 4 except for those implemented by the unitaries of A. 
4.2. TH O,OREM. If M is a separable continuous semlpnite von Neumann 
algebra ar d S c Aut(M), F 2 Int(M) is a subgroup such that g/Int(M) is 
countable then M has g-singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras generated 
by finite p. -ejections. 
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ProoJ: Let g, c p be a countable set such that Y0 . Int(M) = 5’. By 1.5 
and the separability of M we can choose 
(a) a countable set {JJ.), c M, total in RT ; 
(b) a countable set of unitaries p0 dense in the strong topology in the 
set of all unitaries of M; 
W a countable set of projections Y0 CM, such that 
UespO (z+(e) Y0 c Y0 and such that for any 19 E & and any projection 
e EM, with t9(e)EM, there exist {e,}, cYO, with lie,, -ell,+O and 
II &G) - @9ll, 3 0. 
Let 9 = ((~9,, u,, e,)), be an enumeration of the countable set 
Y0 x &, x Y0 and denote by p,, the properly outer part of 8,) n > 1. 
We construct recursively an increasing sequence of finite dimensional 
abelian *-subalgebras {A,}, in M, such that if we denote by {ef}iGiCk, the 
minimal projections of A, and by f, the support of A,,, n > 1, then the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) lIEin -E ~;Qfn,%ffn(Yj>ll~ < 2-“, 1 <.i G n; 
(2) IlfnYj -.Yjll, < 2-“3 1 <.i< ni 
(3) piA,, c A,, and IIxi efBj(uje;tu~)pjll, < 2-“, 1 &j < n; 
(4) if B,(u,e,u,*) E MT thenf, > 0,(u,e,uf); 
(5) if e, < z+(4), Uw&-) E MT 
and (le,8,(u,e,u,*)ll, < lop4 lIenlIT then one of the following holds: 
(0 sup{lle,oAdu,(e,-ue,)-E~;~“l (e,oAdu,(e,xe,))ll,lxEA,, 
llxll< 112 lOA Ilenllr; 
(ii) sup{lle,(e,oAdu,)-‘(x)e,-E~~,“M,”(e,(e,oAdu,)-’ Wn)ll, 
I xEA,, IlxllG I)> lop4 Ile,,llT. 
Suppose A , ,..., A,, have been constructed with the above properties. Let 
f,,+,EM, be a projection such that f,+,>f,, fn+,>ee,+,, f,+,>e,+, 
(U n+len+lUZ+J if e,+,(U,+le,+,u,*,,)EM,, and Ilf~+~Yj-UjII,~‘-“-‘~ 
1 <j < n + 1. Using 1.3 we can choose a finite dimensional abelian *-sub- 
algebra AZ,, 3 A,, , with support f,, , , such that condition (1) is satistied for 
n + 1. By 3.5 we can also construct a refinement A:,, of AZ+, such that the 
minimal projections of A:,, satisfy condition (3). Finally we apply 
lemma 2.1 to get A,, + 1 1 Ai+ L, with support f, + , , and satisfying also 
condition (5). 
Denote A = U, A,W. By the conditions (1), (2), (3) and Proposition 3.5 it 
follows that A is Y-maximal abelian in M. Suppose A is not s-singular and 
let e, E A nM, be a nonzero projection such that O(Ae,) c A, for some 
8 E .Y. Since A is g-maximal abelian it follows that there exists a nonzero 
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projection e, E Ae, such that e(e,) # e,. Then there exists e E Ae,, e # 0, 
such that B(e)e = 0, B(e) E M,. Since f, T 1 we may suppose e E Af,, 
O(e) E Af, for n > n,. 
Taking if necessary IF’ instead of 19 we may also suppose e < z+(e). Let 
19 = B0 . At I u for some B0 E F0 and some unitary u in M. Let { (0,“) uk., e,“)},, 
be a subsequence of Y such that ek, = B0 for all n, uk, tends strongly to u, 
lIek.-ellT + O9 IIeO@k,ek,,Uk*,) - eo(ueu*)IIT --) O9 ek, =eknz+(eo)’ Since 
ee(e) = 0, for n sufficiently large we have ]lek,&&,ek.@)]]+ < 10e4 (]ekn I]=. 
If (5)(i) is satisfied for all k, then there exist x, E A,” c Afk,, I/x,, II < 1 such 
that b% o Ad Uk,(ek.Xnek,> -Kirk (b o Ad Uk,(ek,Xek,))llT 2 lop4 iiek.llra 
Since ]]ek, I=+ ]le]lr, I]r$.ek, - uel], = I[ek”u,* - eu*]],+ 0, it follows that for 
n large et lough (]8(ex,, e) - E’$, (@( ex,e))]l, > 22’lop4 ]]e]ll. This yields a 
contradiction, because B&e) EnAfkH and so I] &ex,e) - E&J8(ex,e))ll, = 0. 
Suppose tt at (5)(ii) is fulfilled for infinitely many indices that we denote also 
by {k,}, . Then let {x,], CA be such that ]]x,,]l < 1 and 
IIeknU,*nei’(Xn) Uk,ek, - Eifk (ek,Uk*,ei’(xn) Uk.ek,)llz > loe4 Ilek,llse It fo11ows 
that for II large enough n&‘(x,)e - E;,k (e&‘(x,)e)ll, > 2-‘10e4 ]le]]=. 
This also I ives a contradiction, since et?- ‘(x,)“e E Afk,. Q.E.D. 
4.3. COIOLLARY. Let M be a separable type II van Neumann algebra 
and a: G - Aut(M) a properly outer action of the discrete countable group G 
on M. Then M x G has a singular maximal abelian wubalgebra contained 
in M. 
Proof: Let A c M be a a(G) . Int(M)-singular maximal abelian *-sub- 
algebra of M and let u, E M x G, g x G, be the unitaries that implement 
canonicall!’ the action G. Suppose v = C, x,u, E M x G is a unitary such 
that vAv* = A. If we denote 0 = Ad u IA then B(a)v = vu for all a E A so that 
@(a) xg = x,a,(a) for all a E A, g E G. Suppose x, # 0 for some g E G and 
denote by Y, the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of xg, f = v,u:. 
Then f # 0. f E A and e = S-‘(f) satisfies a,(e) = ufvI, 0 IAe = Ad u, o o, JAe. 
Since A i: maximal abelian there exists 0 #fO E A, f0 <f, such that fOv, 
extends to a unitary WEit4. Thus 0 # e, = 0-‘&) satisfies 
Ad w  0 u&1,,) c A. This contradicts the fact that A is G . Int(M) singular, 
unlessg=l,andv=v,=x,EA. Q.E.D. 
4.4. Co IOLLARY. Any separable type II,, II,, III, factor, 0 Q 1 < 1, has 
singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. 
Proof: Use 4.3 and Connes’ discrete decomposition of type III, factors, 
0 < A < 1 (cf. [,l]; see also [ 12, Sect. 291). Q.E.D. 
In [8] \le proved that any separable II,, II,, III,, 0 < A < 1, factor M 
has semiregular maximal abelian *-subalgebras, i.e., with the normalizer in 
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M generating a factor (see [8,4.1] for II,, II, factors and use the II, case 
and the discrete decomposition, for the III, case, 0 < L < 1). The main 
difficulty for the construction of singular and semiregular maximal abelian 
*-subalgebras in type III, factors using our techniques is the lack of a good 
criterion for abelian *-subalgebras constructed recursively to be maximal 
abelian. The criterion we used here and in [8] depends heavily on the 
existence of normal positive forms on M with “large” centralizer (i.e., 
cp E Mi such that (M”)’ n it4 c M”). The problem of the existence of such 
forms on every III, factor is unsolved. 
4.5. COROLLARY. There are separable type II,, II, factors with 
ultrasingular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. 
Proof. By [3] there are separable type II,, II, factors with countable 
group Aut(M)/Int(M). By Theorem 4.2 it follows that such factors have an 
Aut(M)-singular maximal abelian *-subalgebra. Q.E.D. 
Note that if M is a type II, factor with fundamental group S(M) and 
M @ I, has an ultrasingular maximal abelian *-subalgebra A generated by 
finite projections (I, is the separable infinite dimensional discrete factor), 
then there exists an injective map from S(M) into the set of conjugacy 
classes (by automorphisms of M) of ultrasingular maximal abelian *-sub- 
algebras of M. This map acts as follows: if e,, e, are finite projections in 
A c it4 @ I, such that e,(M 0 I,) e, N it4 and 1= r(e2) r(e,)-’ E S(M) then 
let 8 E Aut(M@ I,) be such that 0(e,) = e, and take A, c M N 
e,(M 0 I,) e,, A, = B(Ae,). 
4.6. THEOREM. Zf A4 is a separable type II, von Neumann algebra and 
N c M a type II, von Neumann subalgebra such that N’ n A4 c N then N 
contains a singular maximal abelian *-subalgebra of M. 
The problem of the existence of a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of M in a 
given subfactor N with N’ n M c N was raised by Kadison [6, Problem 111. 
It has a positive answer in the case M is separable and finite, as was proved 
in [8]. The proof of Theorem 4.6 can be easily deduced from this result and 
Lemma 2.2, using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.2: 
Proof of 4.6. Let r be a normal finite faithful trace on M. Let (x,), be 
dense in M in the norm ]I ]Ir and {v,}, c M a sequence of nilpotent partial 
isometries in the norm ]( (IT in the set of all nilpotent partial isometries in h4. 
We choose recursively an increasing sequence of finite dimensional abelian 
*-subalgebras of N, {A,},, with the same unit as M and satisfying the con- 
ditions: 
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(l) IIE~n(Xj)-E~~~(Xj)ll~ < 2-“% l <j< n; 
(2) one of the following holds: 
(i) sup{ll D,XV~ -ET Apw(~nX~n*)llrlX~~n~ ll~ll~~~~~~-411~n*~nllT~ 
(ii) ~~~(lI~,*x~,-E~;,(~,*x~,)ll,lxEA,, Ilxll< 112 10-411~n*~nll,. 
To do this use Theorem 2.5 in [8] for the condition (1) and Lemma 2.2 
for (2). If A = U,, A z then A c N (since A, c N for all n), A is maximal 
abelian ir A4 by (1) and A is singular in M by (2). Indeed, if v E M is a 
partial isometry such that t” = 0 and vAu* c A, then let u, be such 
;Ihat IJ~-u~~I,~~O~~I(U*U~~, and xEA, Ilxll<l, such that 
up,* - E’ aP,,,(~,~~, )I/, > 1O-4 IIu;unllT. Thus 0 = JIuxu* - E;(uxu*)IJ, > 
!y;$l 1, E;t;y{K-; ll;ll; ; urn IIT h II unxu,T - G;rwQw~)ll, - 
LnUll T ,* n T, which is a contradiction. The case 
when I( u:xu, - E;;,, i u,*xu,)(I, > 10m4 (1 u,*u,,II, gives the contradiction in a 
similar w  iy. 
Thus, tlere are no nilpotent partial isometries normalizing A and so A is 
singular. Q.E.D. 
5. AN INVARIANT FOR 
SINGULAR MAXIMAL ABELIAN *-SUBALGEBRAS 
5.1. DI :FINITION. Let M be a type II, factor with the unique normal 
finite faiti.ful trace 5, 7( 1) = 1, If L, H c A4 are vector subspaces of M then 
denote by 6(L, H) = SU~,,~,~~,,~, infyee,,,,,,< ,(1x - ~11,. In the case H = B is a 
von Neunlann subalgebra of M then d(L, B) = SU~,,~,,~,,~ 1 /Ix - E;(x)ll,. If 
A c M i: a maximal abelian *-subalgebra then denote by A(A) = 
{G(uAu*,.1)/J~u*u)~,~ 02 u partial isometry in M such that u*u, uu* are 
mutually orthogonal projections in A}, and 6(A) = inf d(A). 
Thus A :A) is a real subset, A(A) c [0, l] and A is singular if and only if 
0 @A(A). It can be shown that A(A) is connected and 1 E A(A). 
6(A) and A(A) are clearly invariant to conjugation of A by automorphisms 
of M. 
In the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.6 we implicitly show that any 
separable type II, factor has a maximal abelian *-subalgebra A with 
6(A) > 10 -4 (since for partial isometries u with initial and final projections 
in A we h.ive 6(uAu*, A) = d(u*Au, A)). However, we cannot show that &A) 
can take 11ore then one value for singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras A: 
For instar ce, is it possible that 6(A) = O? 
The only example in which we can compute this invariant is the singular 
maximal ,tbelian *-subalgebra constructed by Tauer in the hyperfinite II, 
factor (cf. [ 141; see also [9, 3.2, 2’]), when 6(A) = 1. 
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5.2. Suppose M is separable and let {A,}, be a sequence of maximal 
abelian *-subalgebras in M. Let o be a free ultrafilter on iN and let M“ be 
the type II, factor defined as in [4] or [7]. Denote nnA, cM” to be the 
subalgebra of all bounded sequences {x,), with x, E A,, n ) 1. Then nn A,, 
is maximal abelian in M” (cf. [8, 4.41). If A,, = A for all n then denote 
n A, = A”. Let u E M” be a partial isometry such that u*u, VU* E n,, A,. 
It is not hard to see that there exists a sequence (v,),, representing u such 
that u,*u,, u,,uz E A,,, n > 1. If u2 =0 then we can choose ui= 0. We 
have &u(n A,) u*, n A,) = limn+,,, G(unAnu~,A,) so that d(nA,) = 
lim,,, @An). In particular if A is singular and &A) > 0 then A” is also 
singular. By Theorem 4.2 and 5.1 it follows that for any separable type II, 
factor M the algebra M” has singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras. 
5.3. In [ 15) Takesaki considered the following type of maximal abelian 
*-subalgebras in a separable factor M: Suppose Mc 9(R) is standardly 
represented and let B be a norm separable C*-algebra, TL: B + .9(~2?) a 
faithful representation of it, such that n(B)“’ = M’. Let (n,) be the desin- 
tegration of 7c given by A (see for instance [ 171). A is called simple if, 
modulo a set of measure zero, ?r, are mutually disjoint representations. 
Takesaki showed that the definition does not depend on the choice of B and 
71. It is not hard to see that if A is simple then it is singular, but the converse 
is not known to be true (cf. [ 151) and the right answer is difficult to guess. 
The kind of singular maximal abelian *-subalgebras we constructed for type 
II, factors in this article seem to be simple in the sense of [ 151, but we could 
not prove it. 
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